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Gate Tiger Security Solution is a  national security

company.

Gate Tiger Security Solution has rapidly grown

into a leading security company with nationwide

presence in Vadodara. By providing intelligent security

solutions combining caring guards with cutting edge

technology, we have won the trust of residential, 

commercial, government, and industrial customers

throughout Vadodara.



We work with protection through anticipation. Our team 
specializes in coordinating locally customized security 
solutions addressing diverse social and economical
environments, while ensuring an attentive and resposive 
customer service. With our own Security Training 
Centre, and flexible security solutions meeting national 
and international security standards, Gate Tiger Security 
Solution counts with  hundreds of successfully managed 
small as well as large-scale operations throughout the 
State.
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Professional, Trusted Security Solutions
to Safeguard Personnel and Infrastructure

In today’s ever-changing security environment, the ability to 
identify and mitigate threats is critical to a successful security 
program.

Constellis, through its subsidiaries, delivers quality-driven,
professional services to safeguard personnel, infrastructure and 
other valuable assets and investments. Recognized for our 
unique ability to successfully operate complex security
programs while delivering unparalleled customer service, our 
goal is to enable business continuity that achieves customer
objectives.

Organizations depend upon Constellis and its subsidiaries to 
secure their critical assets and personnel while reducing costs 
and mitigating risks before they can adversely impact
operations. Our innovative, customized security solutions are 
designed to facilitate operations, allowing our customers to 
remain focused on their primary business or policy objectives 
within a secure environment. Constellis, through its subsidiaries, 
offers a customer-centric approach that combines broad
command leadership, operational excellence, and industry best 
practices to produce a cost-effective, best-value solution.



Physical Protective Services

High Consequence Protection

Corporate Risk Management



Executive Protection

Command Center Operations

Event Security



Mission

Vision

Our carefully selected
Executive Board and
Operations Management Team 
are both comprised of national 
and international experts who 
understand the State
environment,particularly 
the security challenges
businesses and families face on 
a daily basis. Managing these 
challenges and providing a 
safe environment, whether it is 
for your home or your 
business, is our core business.

We believe in security with a 
human touch. Therefore, we 
aim to provide industry
leading security solutions 
while promoting a business 
culture founded on dedication, 
development, effectiveness, 
innovation, respect, teamwork 
and trust. Based on these 
company values, we endorse 
empowerment as a way to 
improve the quality of life of 
both our clients and our 
employees. 



Business Ethics

We provide a more personal approach to our clients. Our 
firm’sextensive experience in the public, private and 
non-governmental sectors, supplemented by our national 
support structure, our specialist training skills, and
knowledge of the security industry gives us the necessary 
insight and experience to deliver the right solution to meet 
the  client’s requirements. We will commit to a potential 
project or a contract only if we are sure that we can deliver 
the requirements to our own unique high standards and
service levels. We will never accept projects unless we are 
sure that we have the resources to deliver.

We only provide those services where we know we have the
required sustainable competencies to be a market leader.
We work closely with the official law enforcement agencies 
and adhere strictly to the letter of the law, a boundary that 
will never be overstepped.



What is Gate Tiger Application?

An app that simplifies life for everyone in a gated 
community, from residents and management
committee members to security guards and facility 
managers. Packed with features, it reduces many 
hassles authorizing entry of delivery executives, 
paying maintenance bills, raising a ticket to the
facility manager to a single click.
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The Future of
Apartment Management is Here

GateTiger Platform

Apartment Management & Security Solution
for Residential and Commercial Gated Communities,

and Co-operative Housing Societies.

The perfect solution to make living in
an apartment complex a pleasant and

convenient experience - for the residents,
the managing committee members,

and the security staff.
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Why GateTiger
Community and Security management App?

Challanges that Gate Tiger
the Community and Security management App

can solve in Residential and Commercial
gated community

Typical challenges in
any Residential and Commercial gated community

Tired of maintaining multiple email groups, multiple excel sheets 
containing email ids, phone numbers, addresses, vehicle details
of owners/tenants.

Treasurer feeling overloaded tracking maintenance dues from
members, reconciling bank accounts and issuing receipts

Residents getting restless that issues are not getting resolved
despite reminders and no one knows the status of the complaint 
raised

Managing Committee seems to keep discussing the same issues 
again and again with no concrete decision
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Gate Tiger is the solution!
Here's Why:

Manage data of your Society (owners, residents, vendors, staff, 
vehicles, documents, assets, income, expenses, dues etc.) from
one place

Bring in transparency into the operations of the association and 
thus improve satisfaction of owners and residents.

Manage Residential Society professionally with processes
supported by tools, than being person dependent

Reduce total efforts being spent to manage the Residential
Society - encourages people to come forward to be part of
managing committee
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Gate Management
with Gate Tiger App

Visitor
Management

Staff
Management

Move-In/Out
Integration

Clubhouse
Entry/Exit

Management

Mobile
Intercom

Security
Hardware Integrations

Emergency
Management

Gate Tiger,
The Society & Apartment Security Management App

Helps Secure Your Home, Family & Community
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Vadodara - 23, Gujarat, India. www.gatetiger.com


